POST-CONFERENCE REPORT
Women and Youth: Bridging the Gap
Volunteering for Inclusive Development

IVCO 2018 AT-A-GLANCE
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Over 220 participants
From 29 countries
Representing 87 organisations
5 discussion papers
3 plenary panels
19 dialogue sessions
67 speakers: 40 women and 27 men
16 Southern partners delegates
21 volunteers and former volunteers
39 stories told through human books in
a human library
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Volunteers are a part of the community; they know and understand better the issues and cultural norms
so they can find the best ways and make good suggestions to change harmful cultural norms.
Marie-Claude Bibeau, Canada’s Minister of International Development

The bird needs its two wings to fly. We need both men and women for change.
Martin Couture, UPA Développement international

Students are easier to work with because they enjoy learning new information and are more conscious
of the environmental issues of nowadays. (...) Young people are very often agent of change.
Bárbara Rebeca Ajtujal Quiejú, Asociación de Amigos del lago de Atitlán

Volunteer work is more important than ever, especially in a time of nationalist politics and reduced civil
and political space. These trends are particularly unhelpful in dealing with global challenges such as
climate change, global displacement, and marginalization of people. In this context our approach is so
important, we represent an alternative vision to this closed mindset.
Chris Eaton, World University Service of Canada (WUSC)

The main challenge we face is the fact that we tend to like big numbers rather than small numbers
behind the projects and programs we put in place. We prefer big results, but results always come from
smaller initiatives and from two people meeting at first with a common idea.
Jan Olav Baarøy, Norwegian Agency for Exchange Cooperation (NOREC)

The engagement of the volunteer is even more important than her or his technical support. The
transmission of this engagement is what transforms mentalities. Volunteers do not simply come to offer
technical advice. They come to support visions.
Blandine Sankara, Yelemani
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DAY 1
FROM POLICIES TO PRACTICES
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Note: IVCOs = International Volunteer Cooperation Organisations

KEY TAKEAWAYS – Day 1
So far, is IVCOs’ work achieving the 2030 Agenda goals that need to be met regarding the
inclusion of women and youth? Where are the gaps?
Challenges highlighted:
► Confusion between inclusive development and inclusive growth
► Inclusive policies remain under-funded
► Applying intersectionality is challenging
► The civil society is fragmented
► Internal coherence: how diverse are organisations promoting inclusion
► Incomplete understanding of the ways digital spaces are supporting inclusive development
► Youth too often presented as a homogenous group
► Young people are mostly outside NGOs, but rather in movements or decentralized networks
► Intersectionality may be understood -and needed to be applied- differently, in each local context
► Safeguarding, for both volunteers and communities
Solutions brought forward:
► Training tools on gender equality, youth engagement and/or intersectionality
► Pre-departure and ongoing trainings that can reflect the needs of the diversity of volunteers
► Pre-departure and ongoing trainings on intersectional issues
► Context analysis, and adapting strategies to country context
► Recruitment of volunteers that represent the intersectionality in communities
► Tools to support partners in their capacity to create space for a diversity of volunteers
► Multi-stakeholder collaboration in communities to ensure a good understanding of power,
vulnerability and capability
► Knowledge sharing between IVCOs

► More specifically on engaging with youth voices:
o See youth as primary actors, not only as beneficiaries
o Avoid tokenism (superficial or symbolic effort to include young people)
o Reflect on the strengths youth bring (energy, skills, etc.)
o Think of spaces where youth can take on more leadership and greater responsibility
o Listen to the priorities they have identified, understand their context
o Create formal and informal platforms for them to engage
o Foster intergenerational dialogue
o Build youth volunteering and voice effectively into program design by carefully matching
volunteers’ skills, knowledge and attitudes to specific youth contexts

o Reflect on how to link youth volunteerism to development objectives in national government
plans
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How are the 2030 Agenda and national policy environments shaping the inclusion of women
and youth, especially in regard to volunteering in development?
Challenges highlighted:
► Only minority of inclusive policies have an action plan
► Amongst those, only a minority have resources committed to them
► Lack of synergy between policies: e.g. education or health policies may not synergize with the
education or health aspects of youth policies
► Discrepancy between existing policies and their application
Volunteers guided by norms and policies of the countries where they serve:
► IVCOs need to think about policies and make sure their impact is inclusive
► IVCOs have the responsibility to prepare or guide the volunteers so that they can be more
supportive of gender equality outcomes in their communities
Gender equality needs:
► To be part of all governmental projects
► The full participation of women in leadership positions, decision making bodies, and corporate
leadership
► For women and girls to have equitable access to resources
► The hard working advocacy of ambassadors locally and nationally
► To be integrated into national economic policy
► The protection of women’s rights
► The empowerment of local communities to elevate their policies from local to provincial levels
Organisations want:
► Transparency
► Consultation and dialogue
► Flexibility
► Aid to be consistent and to be coherent with other policies
► Support for gender equality
Can we clearly point out the contribution of different types of volunteering to policy and
practice for the inclusion of women and youth?
A good starting point from the Norwegian Agency for Exchange Cooperation (NOREC):
► If individual change is the aim: give more opportunities to young volunteers from South
► If organisational change is the aim: facilitate exchange experiences (both for South and North
volunteers) as the volunteers contribute most upon return - with new responsibilities, new
positions, etc.
► If sustainability is the aim: recruit and exchange volunteers (North and South) who are
connected to a program where change shall take place
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DAY 2
INNOVATIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR
INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT
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KEY TAKEAWAYS – Day 2
What key innovations supported by IVCOs have demonstrated their value in promoting women
and youth inclusion in development?
► Using art and social art to bypass certain barriers that can usually not be crossed by traditional
means, to provide a safe space for individuals to share stories, to provide anonymity if needed,
to open the dialogue in the communities, but also to provide people with transferable skills
► Pairing social arts with psychological and legal support
► Using sport as a mean to integrate marginalized groups and individuals
► Including men at all stages of the programs to create positive models of masculinity, parenting
and power exercising
► Connecting young activists/movements with both specialists and evidence/facts/research
► Creating a steering committee including various influential allies that can promote your project
► Reflecting on how to create safe spaces for volunteers, partners and beneficiaries
► Putting ideas of common interests, mutuality and shared responsibility at the heart of projects
► Creating disability grants
► Implementing disability empowerment skills exchange
► Using peer to peer methodology
► Using different volunteer approaches to attract different types of volunteers (individual versus
group assignments, short-term versus long-term)
► Involving diasporas groups
► Bringing volunteers to document themselves what they are and what they do
► Making the whole organisation inclusive from the start
What are the main factors of success and challenges faced by IVCOs when it comes to
supporting innovation for inclusive development?
Challenges:
► Overcoming the reluctance to share failures, to share findings (competition)
► Avoiding the tendency to focus on the perception of impact rather than impact itself
► Identifying what is a “real outcome” in the eyes of the funders
► Dealing with various levels of understanding of the protocols amongst partners and volunteers
► Measuring inclusion
► Installing level of protection adapted to the country for personal data collection
► Reporting through the national structures of the countries where IVCOs work
► Involving men in gender equality
Factors of success:
► Intent and engagement
► Partnering with universities for research/for data
► Participative data collection and the triangulation of information
► Availability of financial resources and capacities
► Bringing together fragmented activists groups
► Inclusive communications: accessible website content and application form/methods
► Marketing and recruitment materials that represent and reach a diverse audience
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► More specifically concerning safeguarding:
o Seeing safeguarding as a lens through which we need to look at our practice, doing
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

power analysis and having gender sensitivity
Knowing your employees
Setting your expectations early - as early as the application process
Training volunteers through laws and norms of the country
Building new policies together with staff, partners and volunteers, or adding them to the
existing conversation
Making sure everyone (staff, partners and volunteers) have the same understanding of
the words (ex.: ‘consent’).
Taking the time necessary to do it properly
Bringing in local expertise
Working together as a sector on safeguarding

► More specifically concerning monitoring, evaluation, learning and accountability (MEAL):
o Continually testing and refining of theories of change and evidence collection processes
o Ensuring data collection process represent organisational values
o Recognizing that participatory and inclusive MEAL contributes to quality data
o Tailoring data collection methods for those using them
o MEAL approach and systems focusing on both development impact and volunteer
personal development

o Using of various methods for data collection
o Combining outcomes-based research and relational approaches
o Using technology and data collection as a means to change the organisational
infrastructure: shaping MEAL by shaping the infrastructure of your system, remembering
MEAL is reliant on the type and shape of information available
o Leveraging existing systems by modifying existing software and processes (existing
grants, existing period reporting cycle, existing performance reports)
o Setting up dashboards with information coming from the database allowing ‘real-time’
follow-up of organisational work
Are IVCOs changing fast enough to contribute significantly to the 2030 Agenda? What is IVCOs’
level of “change readiness”?
Challenge highlighted:
IVCOs do not have a general portrait allowing them to answer this question.
Solutions brought forward:
IVCOs need to:
► Work on common reporting tools
► Contribute to national data collecting in countries where they work
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DAY 3
COMMUNICATING IMPACTS STRATEGICALLY
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KEY TAKEAWAYS – Day 3
What are the main impacts of IVCO’s work on women and youth inclusion in development that
IVCO want or need to communicate, and to whom?
Challenges:
► Defining ‘volunteering for development’
► Forum as a network becoming a more diverse network of organisations
► Measuring inclusion
► Linking SDGs to reciprocity: SDGs are meant both for the global South and North
► Developing a common language around SDGs: SDGs are about everyday life, IVCOs should
support and translate SDGs into a real language that communities can understand and engage
around
► Communicating the SDGs: should IVCO be using resources to help the communities
understand the SDGs or rather simply using SDGs to guide volunteering for development work?
► Risk of being associated with voluntourism
► Supporting volunteers who challenge the status quo or foreign policies on return home
► Measuring change in larger systems: following the volunteers’ impact after their assignment
Solutions:
► On communication with the UN:
o Communicate our impacts through the volunteer national reviews each year
(https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/vnrs/)
o Try to bring member states to recognizing volunteers in those reports
o If not, as a sector, create side reports to get our message out
o Take a role in educating local governments and people on the ground how volunteer work
impacts them
o Use these communications as opportunities for advocacy to hold people accountable to the
SDGs
Note - 2018 State of the World's Volunteerism Report available here:
https://www.unv.org/publications/swvr2018

► On communication on Volunteering Standards:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Join Forum members’ effort to develop a set of standards for this space
Follow the work and join the Forum Leading Standards Working Group
Keep in mind the importance of the Duty of Care, establish this duty of care to different
groups and different contexts
Include partners in the conversation on volunteering standards
Base accountability on the principle of doing no harm
Make safeguarding an area of focus, not only for volunteers but also partners and
beneficiaries
Link the common work on standards to a learning agenda

What are the best ways to communicate these impacts strategically, and how do we make sure
to engage IVCOs’ partners, volunteers and people they work with?

► Maintain and know the vision, mission, objectives of your organisation
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Pair data with key messages and tell these through stories
Shift organisational mindset to engage with funders as partners
Strategically design programs so that impact is told through storytelling
Make storytelling part of the reporting process as it allows to bring in voices of youth, women
Communicate through a variety of communication tools in order to reach a wider audience
Start to look at collective measurement of members’ outcomes through a phased approach
Embrace messiness when measuring impact collectively, understanding that we have diverse
objectives and ways of operating
► Portray volunteers as people who get to work with other active people from abroad and learn,
not only give
► Allow volunteers to communicate as soon as they start as they often have baggage to share
from previous experiences
What is the role of former volunteers? How can IVCOs add value to the engagement of former
volunteers after the mandate?
Forum members conducted studies showing that:
► Returned volunteers contribute to active citizenship, civic engagement, and global citizenship
► Return volunteers are more engaged as active citizens
► Compared to the general population, returned volunteers are more engaged in local
volunteering
Challenges highlighted:
► Volunteers’ busy life
► Lack of organisational capacity and resources for structured post-placement programs
Solutions brought forward:
► Capture the engagement momentum upon the returning of volunteers
► Give tools to former volunteers and create platforms so they can communicate their experiences
as they have a role in engaging others in international development efforts, e.g. recruiting future
volunteers or as ambassadors for the sector
► Invest in training volunteers in storytelling
► Create incentives for volunteers to share, e.g. engage them as mentors
► Provide a language for volunteers to engage the community on their return, using a common
language to create groundswell of support
► Determine objectives in terms of length of commitment after the mandate
► Be bridge builders and not instrumentalize the return volunteers
► Create groups of ‘alumni’ to keep them engaged
► Create toolkits to help them express their experience
► Think about the motivations for volunteers to share their message: offer them broader incentives
and initiatives broader than helping to recruit more volunteers, but allow them to influence other
sectors and work cultures in their community
► Focus on SDG 4.7 as a volunteering target for engagement
► Challenge business to place higher value on skills acquired through volunteers
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A GLIMPSE OF #IVCO2018
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PARTICIPATING ORGANISATIONS
ActionAid Denmark
Ajah
Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Entwicklungshilfe e.V.
Arbeitskreis Lernen und Helfen in Übersee
Asociación de Amigos del Lago de Atitlán
Association québécoise des organismes de coopération
internationale
AVI
Balai Citoyen
Beijing Youth Politics College
Bureau for Children's Rights
Canada World Youth
Canadian Council for International Cooperation)
Canadian Research Institute for Humanitarian Crisis and Aid
CECI
CESO
City of Montreal
comdu.it
Comhlámh
Crossroads International
Curtin University Sustainability Policy Institute
Cuso International
dElta
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade - Australia
Développement, Expertise et Solidarité Internationale
Devex
Durham College
ECOWAS Gender and Development Centre
Engineers without Borders
EQWIP HUBs
Fondation MPOWerment
Fondation Paul Gérin-Lajoie
Foro Juvenil de Izquierda
Forum Research, Practice, Policy and Learning Group
France Volontaires
Global Affairs Canada
Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada
International Association for Volunteer Effort
International Forum for Volunteering in Development (Forum)
Japan International Cooperation Agency
Japan International Cooperation Agency Research Institute
Korea International Cooperation Agency
Lawyers Without Borders Canada
LÉGER FOUNDATION
Legumes Development Trust

Les Offices jeunesse internationaux du Québec
Let's Do it Nepal
Ministère des Relations internationales et de la
Francophonie du Québec
Montreal Council on Foreign Relations
MyEffect
Nepal Friendship Society
Northern Council for Global Cooperation
Norwegian Agency for Exchange Cooperation
Ontario Council for International Cooperation
Oxfam International
Oxfam-Québec
PAG-LA-YIRI
Peace Corps
Québec Sans Frontières
Red de Desarollo Sostenible - Honduras
SEMUS
Singapore International Foundation
SUCO
Taghyeer Social Media
Terre Sans Frontières
Théatre des Petites lanternes
The McLeod Group
Unité
United Nations Volunteers programme
United Way Worldwide
Uniterra - A WUSC and CECI Program
Université de Sherbrooke
University of Birmingham UK
University of Illinois, Urbana Champaign
University of Ottawa
UPA Développement international
Veterinarians Without Borders
Volunteer Groups Alliance
Volunteer Service Abroad
VSO
Wapikoni mobile
Women's Development Center
World University Service of Canada
Yayasan Sukarelawan Siswa
Yelemani
Young Beninese Leaders Association
Youth Challenge International
Youth Corps Singapore
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LOOKING FORWARD
Find all IVCO 2018 documents here:
http://www.ivco2018.org/programme/documents/

Stay in touch with Forum
ivco@forum-ids.org
forum-ids.org
facebook.com/forumids
@forumids
International Forum for Volunteering in Development (Forum)

Save the date!
►
►
►
►

What: IVCO 2019
Where: Kigali, Rwanda
When: October 27-30, 2019
Host: VSO: for question, contact Rahim Hassanali at Rahim.Hassanali@vsoint.org

Heard at IVCO 2018…
What could volunteering in 2030 look like?
You said:
► "Gender and youth inclusion policies will complement each other."
► "Cooperation between IVCOs: forums such as the IVCO conference will galvanize action
amongst volunteering actors and governments."
► "National volunteering will become more prominent. IVCOs will facilitate countries to do their
own volunteering."
► "Technology and online experience volunteering will take more place."
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